Visualizing local doping effects of individual water clusters on gold(111)-supported graphene.
The local charge carrier density of graphene can exhibit significant and highly localized variations that arise from the interaction between graphene and the local environment, such as adsorbed water, or a supporting substrate. However, it has been difficult to correlate such spatial variations with individual impurity sites. By trapping (under graphene) nanometer-sized water clusters on the atomically well-defined Au(111) substrate, we utilize scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy to characterize the local doping influence of individual water clusters on graphene. We find that water clusters, predominantly nucleated at the atomic steps of Au(111), induce strong and highly localized electron doping in graphene. A positive correlation is observed between the water cluster size and the local doping level, in support of the recently proposed electrostatic-field-mediated doping mechanism. Our findings quantitatively demonstrate the importance of substrate-adsorbed water on the electronic properties of graphene.